AWARDS

1. **Distinguished Service Awards** for those who serve the Society with distinction including, but not limited to, contributions to the Society in relation to outstanding administrative service, organisation of major meetings, and/or excellence of achievement in teaching, research and education.

2. **President’s Medal**, will generally reflect criteria in the distinguished service award, but will be awarded for a major specific substantial service to the Society.

3. **Young Investigators Award** for an outstanding body of research achieved by a young career investigator.

4. **Distinguished Career Achievement Award** for a lifetime distinguished career in clinical and/or academic medicine, research or public health as a Society member.

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA

1. Awards will be considered for CSANZ members including Fellows, Ordinary, Associates and Affiliates. The candidate may be considered even if retired from practice.

2. Nomination will be accepted with recommendation by two Fellows.

3. Nominations will include a CV from the nominee, specific reasons provided by the nominators as to why the nominee should be considered for the award and why they meet the criteria for the award. Support letters from the nominee’s mentors or supervisors during training, support letters from the nominee’s workplace colleagues, and letters from Fellows not involved in the nomination, may be provided for consideration as part of an application/nomination.

4. Nominations will be directed to the CSANZ Board.

5. The number of awards considered annually will include up to five distinguished service awards, two young investigator awards and two distinguished career achievement awards. Awards for the President’s Medal will be made in specific circumstances of merit and may not necessarily be awarded on an annual basis. The Board has the discretion to review the number of awards annually.

Nominations for one of the above Awards can be emailed to the Honorary Secretary at info@csanz.edu.au Nominations must include all relevant documents eg. Nominee’s CV.